15th April: Today, I heard explanation from my supervisor about my practice at SickKids,
and it was determined that I was mainly supposed to help the research of Dr.Sakuma and
join conferences in clinical neurophysiology laboratory. In the evening, we joined
Journal club. That is the opportunity for residents or fellows to read important article in
the major journal together and discuss about it
16th April: In the morning, I had Pathology teaching and after that, Dr.Halliday,
professor of neuropathology, showed me slides about neuropathology. In the afternoon, I
started my research, and I had Neuroscience Rounds in the evening.
17th April: In this morning, I had Dr.Halliday’s lecture and he showed a lot of cases and
seizure conference, which is a big conference. It was a good opportunity to know about
epilepsy patients, and hear many metical English words.
18th April: In this morning, I could observe the Brain Cutting to make slide of
neuropathology and after that Dr.Otsubo, the director of clinical neurophysiology
laboratory taught me how to make a presentation. In the afternoon, we had a
presurgical meeting for tomorrow’s surgery.
19th April: This morning, I observed epileptic surgery and in the afternoon I did
research. I counted the number of cell as usual.
22th April: This morning, I attend the orientation of SickKids, and in the afternoon I had
Dr.Halliday’s lecture and did research.
23th April: This morning, I had Pathology Rounds, and in the afternoon, we had the
rehearsal of Prichard’s day, and after that Neuroscience Rounds.
24th April: I had Dr.halliday’s lecture, Seizure conference, and joined in the NICU
conference.
25th April: I had a conference in the morning, and did research in the afternoon.
26th April: Today was Prichard’s day, which was a big conference that fellows presented
their research all day, and after that we had the Party at Mr. Prichard’s house.
29th April: In the afternoon, I had epilepsy conference and I continued to research.
30th April: This morning, I had EEG seminar, and after that I did research.
1th May: I had Neurology Grand Rounds, and Seizure conference, and did research.
2th May: I finished to count the number of cell in my research, so started to another
analysis, and read EEG with Dr.Ochi.
3th May: I did research in this morning, and in this afternoon read EEG with Dr.Ochi
6th May: Today, I observed the surgery of hemimegalencephaly, and did research.
7th May: Today, I was absent because my condition was bad.
8th May: I did research and joined in the Seizure conference, and observed teenager’s
clinic.

9th May: This morning, I did research and had Dr.Halliday’s lecture, and in the
afternoon observed the epileptic clinic.
10th May: Today was the final day. Today, I tried to finish my work in my research, had a
meeting and lecture in clinical neurophysiology laboratory, and had CPC in the division
of pathology

